If I was the boss of TV, what would I see?
NOW
ALL PLANTS
GET A
RAINBOW!
Shock twist!
No one dies!
The Weather

NOW LESS BINARY!
CHANNEL

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS!
PEOPLE ARE
ACTUALLY•FRIENDS

Sexuality and gender identity is incidental to the friendship!
Strap yourselves in...
YOUR NEW CEO!
These Zines were created as part of the Breaking the Binary Code project. This project focused on challenging binary constructs of gender and sexuality and promoting healthy, safe and respectful relationships.

The Sexual Assault & Family Violence Centre were the lead organisation for this project and worked with project partners BATForce, City of Greater Geelong and Creative Geelong Inc. This project was funded by the Victorian State Government.

We acknowledge and thank those whose voices and feedback throughout the Breaking the Binary Code project have been integral to this work.